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theydidthemath
subscribe 113,463	readers
161	users	here	now

Submission	Rules

A.	 Proper	title	tags	are	required	for	all	posts	or
it	will	be	removed!	The	tags	accepted	are	at
the	end	of	the	sidebar	down	there.

B.	 State	clearly	what	is	being	or	what	you	want
calculated	in	the	title.	[Request]	posts	must
have	a	calculable	answer;	otherwise,	they	will
be	removed.

C.	 Give	credit	where	credit	is	due—include	the
user	who	made	the	calculations	in	any	post
you	submit:	ex.	"[RDTM]	/u/FragTheWhale
calculates...".

D.	 For	easy	and	quick	math	results	(ex.	How	many
feet	are	in	a	mile?)	use	Wolfram|Alpha™.	Posts
containing	"simple	math"	will	be	removed,	as
well	as	any	other	post	at	the	moderators'
discretion.	For	more	abstract	math,	try	/r/math
or	/r/learnmath.

E.	 Posts	which	seem	to	be	asking	for	help	on
homework	will	be	removed.	Try
/r/homeworkhelp	or	/r/cheatatmathhomework
instead.

Comment	Rules

1.	 This	subreddit	has	a	zero-tolerance	policy	for
hateful	or	unnecessary	language.	There	is	no
warning	for	hate	speech	of	any	kind.	Rule
breaking	posts/comments	will	have	a
temporary	ban	that	will	serve	as	a	first	offense
"warning".	Repeat	or	egregious	offenders	will
be	banned	permanently.	Reddit's	site-wide
rules	still	apply	here.

2.	 Do	not	submit	top-level	comments	in	[Request]
posts	that	are	not	an	attempt	at	an	answer	or	a
request	for	clarification.	Jokes	or	off-topic	top-
level	comments	will	be	removed.

3.	 When	answering	[Request]	posts,	please	cite
reputable	sources	to	defend	any	evidence	that
cannot	be	proven	using	your	own	math.

Report	any	spam/rule	breaking	posts	to
the	mods	with	the	report	button.	

Request	Point	System!

	Give	them	a	request	point!	Reply	to	someone	in
your	[Request]	thread	with	a	checkmark	(see	below)
and	a	few	nice	words	and	/u/TDTMBot	will	oblige!

	Answer	requests!	Earn	points	and

[Modpost]	June
Request	Point
reclamation
thread
(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	1	day	ago	by	
LiveBeef,	Math	Overlord
91✓ [M]	-	stickied	post

6	comments share

[Request]	If	I
was	given	a
Bugatti	Veyron
SuperSport	and
an	empty,
perfectly
straight
highway,	could
I	outrun	the
night?
(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	17	hours	ago	by
spazerson
50	comments share

[Request]
According	to
this	comic,	how
long	would	one
of	these
gobstoppers
last? 	(imgur.com)
submitted	7	hours	ago	by
shreddedresin
9	comments share

[Request]	If
the	human
population
joined	hands
around	the
equator,	how
many	would
drown?
(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	15	hours	ago	by
sirunknown91
14	comments share

[REQUEST]	Could
you	check	this
guys	math?	More
info	inside
(reddit.com)
submitted	4	hours	ago	by
manu_facere
5	comments share

[Request]	How
many	protons
would	require
for	an	atom	to
be	the	size	of
a	dandelion,
assuming	that
it	won't
decay/collapse?
(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	3	hours	ago	by
MisterDu 3✓
2	comments share

[Request]	how
did	they	come
up	with	this
figure 	(imgur.com)
submitted	12	hours	ago	by
BenevolentPixel

Submit	a	new	link

Submit	a	new	text	post

Be	sure	to
include	the	reason	for	your	report!

Want	to	thank	someone	for	answering	your	request
post?

Want	to	earn	RP?

Browse	by	tag▾
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want	to	join?	sign	in	or	create	an	account	in	seconds | English
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a	community	for	2	years

message	the	moderators

cool	flair!
COPY	AND	PASTE	THIS	CHECKMARK,	TO
GIVE	A	REQUEST	POINT:	✓

See	your	own	history	at
/r/theydidthemath/w/user/YourUsernameHere
Or,	check	out	the	monthly	scoreboard!	The	top	point
earner	of	the	month	gets	a	special	golden	username!

Click	here	for	bot	status

LaTeX	and	subscripts/superscripts
[;	e^{\pi	i}	+	1	=	0	;]
Superscripts	and	subscripts	are	supported	in	this
subreddit,	and	LaTeX	is	used	here	as	well.	If	the	above
equation	looks	like	garbled	code,	or	for	information	on
how	to	display	subscripts	and	superscripts,	check	our
wiki	page.

Our	Friends	&	Partner	Subreddits:
/r/theydidthemonstermath
/r/itwasagraveyardgraph
/r/theydidtheexperiment
/r/SmarterEveryDay
/r/EverythingScience
/r/shittytheydidthemath
/r/theydidtheresearch

TAGS!
We	require	title	tags.	Here	are	the	tags	we	accept	and
what	they	are	for.	Please	keep	them	at	the	start	of
your	post.

[Request]	-	Asking	the	/r/theydidthemath
community	to	do	the	math	for	you!
[Self]	-	You	did	the	math	and	want	to	share	it!
[RDTM]	-	"Reddit	Did	The	Math",	linking	to	a
comment	or	post	on	Reddit	where	someone
else	does	the	math!
[Off-Site]	-	Use	when	linking	to	any	site,
including	Imgur,	that	is	not	reddit.com.
[Meta]	-	Non-math	posts	regarding	the
subreddit	itself.	Don't	use	this	unless	you	really
have	to.

Sidebar	image	from	Randall	Monroe's	xkcd

created	by	FragTheWhale Benevolent	Dictator	for	Life

HITLER'S	BEST	PALS:MODERATORS
FragTheWhale Benevolent	Dictator	for	Life
SlayerMaster Hipster

allthefoxes
Wiltron
Undercover5051 –7✓
TDTMBot Beep.	Boop.
LiveBeef,	Math	Overlord91✓

about	moderation	team	»

5	comments share

[Request]	What
is	the
probability
that	I	walk
through	the
rain	without
getting	hit	by
a	single	drop?
(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	10	hours	ago	by
baheeprissdimme
7	comments share

[Request]	How
many	different
labels	have
humans	used	on
the	classic
355ml	aluminum
can?
(self.theydidthemath)
submitted	21	minutes	ago	by
MrCardio
comment share

[Request]	World
population	with
no	modern	day
genocides?
(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	14	hours	ago	by
mantherton
5	comments share

[RDTM]
supernova6831
calculates	how
many	unique
battles	can	be
done	in	Smash
Bros	for	Wii	U
(reddit.com)
submitted	1	day	ago	by
stemacademymod
2	comments share

[REQUEST]	How
large	would	a
telescope	lens
have	to	be	to
see	surface
details	of
Gliese	667	Cc
23.6	light
years	away?
(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	6	hours	ago	by
mesoscalevortex
2	comments share

[Request]	How
much	would	it
cost	to	buy
every	item	for
sale	inside	of
the	world's
largest	Target?
And	how	many
times	over
would	I	have	to
do	that	to
match	the
buyout	price	of
the	Target
company?
(self.theydidthemath)
submitted	17	hours	ago	by
unique-username
1	comment share

[Request]	If	I	had	a	supply	of	all	the	fossil
fuels	we've	drilled	up	to	this	point,	and	flew
around	the	equator	at	top	speed	in	a	sr71	non-

View	RP	Rules	and	guidelines	here.
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stop.	How	many	times	would	I	have	circle	to
earth,	and	what	year	would	I	run	out	of	fuel.
(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	12	hours	ago	by	tthemropo
4	comments share

[Request]	An	automobile	has	two	distinct
carbon	footprints:	that	from	its	manufacture,
and	fuel	it	uses.	How	do	these	two	footprints
compare? 	(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	1	day	ago	by	crimenently
21	comments share

[Request]	"How	much	pee	is	in	a	pool?"
(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	17	hours	ago	by	Rpknives
1	comment share

[Request]	How	much	energy	is	required	for
someone	to	push	the	Earth	into	the	Sun	by
jumping	off	the	ground? 	(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	17	hours	ago	by	kenpachitz
2	comments share

[Request]	Is	it	easier	to	knock	over	a	full
bottle	than	to	knock	over	a	half-full	bottle?
(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	6	hours	ago	by	Shustak
comment share

[Request]	In	a	ratio,	how	many	seeds	from	an
average	plant	actually	become	future	plants?
(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	11	hours	ago	by	LemmeTheLemur
1	comment share

[REQUEST]	when	connecting	soaker	hoses,	do	I
need	to	drill	out	the	restricting	washer	to
maintain	the	rate	of	flow?	If	so,	by	how	much?
(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	12	hours	ago	by	asounder
3	comments share

[Request]	I	will	be	streaming	for	an	hour.	How
many	GB	would	be	used	up? 	(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	1	day	ago	by	meltinghero
6	comments share

[Request]	I	need	some	help	with	these
measurements	for	the	letter	W. 	(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	13	hours	ago	by	Nuskagogo
3	comments share

[RDTM]	User	/u/Ph0x	calculates	how	an	8min
video	file	can	be	370gb 	(reddit.com)
submitted	1	day	ago	by	Brownt0wn_
20	comments share

[Request]	How	much	weed	would	it	take	to	fill
an	average	bathtub? 	(self.theydidthemath)
submitted	14	hours	ago	by	Shats299
3	comments share

[Request]	If	my	body	was	cremated	and	the	ash
was	refined	to	be	put	in	an	hour	glass,	how
long	would	it	take	to	empty	itself	into	the
other	chamber? 	(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	1	day	ago	by	Hariato
6	comments share

[Self]	If	you	wanted	to	see	a	picture	of	every
single	person	on	Earth,	it	would	take	you	over
230	years. 	(self.theydidthemath)

submitted	1	day	ago	by	cokevanillazero
3	comments share

view	more:	 next	›
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